
Standing at a crossroads and determining which way to travel is a metaphor for life. Its also
apt when describing how to select the best Baby Sleep Consultancies. Ostensibly this web
log will assist you in finding the right direction.

If your baby is three months or older, start a regular 15- to 30-minute (max!) routine that you
can do every night and replicate from anywhere for months and years to come—even as
your baby grows into a toddler. A sample routine might be brushing teeth, changing into
pyjamas, dimming the lights, reading a few books, putting on the sleep sack, placing your
child in the crib and then singing a soothing lullaby. While you don’t need a baby monitor for
safety reasons, some parents feel it can help with creating good sleep habits. If you have
one with a video monitor, you can check the screen instead of entering their room after every
movement and teeny yelp, and, ideally, watch your baby swiftly and safely resettle on their
own without you worrying or intervening. Baby should wear what you have to bed on to be
comfortable, plus one layer. If baby feels cold then they should have more clothes on. If
they’re sweating, they may be over-bundled. Your arms are basically baby's second home.
The moment your baby comes out of the womb, they’re placed in your arms and that’s
where they live. It’s where they are when you’re shushing them when they cry, when you’re
feeding them, and yes, where they often drift off to sleep in those early days, because your
warm, loving arms can feel like being back in the womb. So, is it really any wonder when this
becomes their most natural sleep space? For every baby who sleeps like – well – a baby,
there will be another who seems to fight sleep like a little Samurai warrior, determined never
to shut their eyes and give in to a night’s slumber. There’s no normal amount of sleep and
some babies sleep more than others. New babies sleep a lot – sometimes as much as 18
hours a day for the first month or so. But your baby probably won’t sleep for more than a few
hours at a time to begin with.

Getting your baby to sleep can be tough, but there are plenty of ways to encourage healthy
sleep habits. Open up the blinds and let plenty of light in during the day, then keep things
dark when it's time for bed. If a child is happy, comfortable, and tired, problems falling asleep
are likely to be behavioural (such as bedtime resistance) or environmental (such as noise).
Chances are, you're not putting your babies to sleep in the same position your parents put
you to sleep in - and possibly not even the same position that your older friends put their
children to sleep in when they were infants. Try not to stimulate your baby too much at night.



As soon as they start waking, offer them a feed so they don’t get too upset and difficult to
settle. Talk to them in a soft, quiet voice and avoid changing nappies or clothing unless really
necessary. Having a baby is a steep learning curve and aspects such as How To Become A
Sleep Consultant come along and shake things up just when you're not expecting them.

Take It Easy, But Do Not Create Bad Habits
Parents don’t often think of this as a reason but it can be the case. Your newborn will give
you tiredness cues, eyes getting heavy, yawning, look out for your baby showing these signs
so you can get them down to sleep when they really need it. Just because you’ve heard a
little babble from your baby, once they're older than six months, there’s no need to rush in to
your baby’s room. Give them a chance to adapt to being awake without seeing you
immediately and you never know they might fall back to sleep. If you go straight in, you’ll
stimulate them which will wake them more and they will associate it with time to get up. Any
time you think you might fall asleep with your baby, make sure they are on their back in a
clear, safe space. The chance of SIDS is lower when babies sleep in a room with an adult
than when they sleep alone. If you’ve tried all these tricks and your drooly little friend is still
waking at 3 A.M., consider the possibility that you have a bedtime scheduling problem.
Three types of timing issues can lead to night waking: Having a very irregular schedule;
Going to bed too early; and Going to bed too late. Agree with your partner about what you’ll
do when baby wakes in the middle of the night and who will do it. The number one way to fail
is not to have plan. A sleep expert will be with you every step of the way, guiding you on how
best to find a solution to your sleep concerns, whether its Sleep Consultant Training Course
or one of an untold number of other things.

Help your baby to gradually learn how to fall asleep independently without always needing a
sleep ‘prop’ such as being fed or rocked to sleep. It’s safe to swaddle your baby for sleep
until he can roll over onto his tummy. But once he can roll over, stop swaddling. A swaddled
baby who is placed on or rolls onto his tummy while sleeping may be more likely SIDS.
Swaddling is when you snugly wrap a light blanket around your baby so that it covers most
of his body below the neck. If you live with your partner or another adult, make a plan
together of how you will both fit in rest, as well as time with the baby. When you find out
you’re going to be a parent, one of the first things people might say to you is ‘Goodbye to
your lie-ins’. And, we're sorry to say this, they’re probably right. Around five or six months,
many couples move their babies into a crib in another room. Babies tolerate the switch pretty
easily at that age, although it’s fine to wait longer. For Ferber Method guidance it may be
useful to enlist the services of a sleep consultant.

Night Time Waking
Determine what your baby’s nighttime temperament is. Is your baby a born self-soother who
awakens, whimpers, squirms, and then resettles by herself? Or is your baby, if not promptly
attended to, one whose cries escalate and becomes angry and difficult to resettle? If you can
get to your baby quickly before she completely awakens, you may be able to resettle her
back to sleep with a firm laying on of hands. When an adult is sleeping, they will move
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between four or five different types of sleep, taking between 90 minutes and two hours to
complete one cycle of each type of sleep. Babies do the same thing, but they have only two
types of sleep – active and quiet, and their cycles are much shorter – a newborn baby will
whizz through a sleep cycle in just under an hour. If you’re having trouble putting your baby
to sleep anywhere but in your own arms, you’re definitely not alone. When it comes to
frequently asked sleep questions, this is the question she gets asked the most by parents.
The key in understanding how to solve it doesn’t really lie with your baby — it lies with you.
Beginning weaning will not make a baby sleep through the night. Sleeping through is
controlled by hormones and some babies can begin sleeping through the night from 6-8
weeks but some do this much later. Teaching your baby that night-time is different from
daytime can also help. During the day, open curtains, play games and don't worry too much
about everyday noises when they sleep. At night-time, keep the lights low, talk in a quieter
voice and place the baby back to sleep as soon as they're fed and changed. Whether its
something specific like 4 Month Sleep Regression or really anything baby sleep related, a
baby sleep consultant can guide you to find a sleep solution as individual as your baby is.

The dreaded 4-month sleep regression is often the hardest for parents simply because it's
the first. There are several culprits behind baby sleep problems at this age: the pain caused
by teething, hunger linked to growth spurts and the excitement of rolling over for the first
time. Look at tweaking your daytime schedule a bit: increase face to face playtimes with your
baby, get outside a bit more, and perhaps cut out one of the naps - especially if they’re not
yet mobile. Try to stop them napping after 4pm, or at least keep it really short. You could also
try making their bedtime slightly later. Babies who are born prematurely are at a higher risk
of SIDS. It is even more important that safer sleep advice is followed if your baby was born
prematurely (before 37 weeks) or was a low birth weight (2.5kg or 5½ lbs or less). Most
twins and triplets are born early so this advice also applies to them. Caring for a baby can be
very stressful and exhausting, especially when you are sleep-deprived, coping with opens in
a new windowchildbirth trauma, or struggling with a baby that cries excessively. Have your
sweetie sleep next to his dad so he doesn’t smell the sweet scent of your milk. Or wear a
couple of T-shirts (and maybe a body stocking!) so your little guy can’t just pull up your shirt
and nurse at will. If you're looking for a compassionate, effective and evidence-based
approach to sleep or just advice on one thing like Sleep Regression then a baby sleep
specialist will be able to help you.

Baby Sleep Problems
An oscillating fan positioned away from the cot can help during the hotter months. Fans
circulate the air and also provide white noise for baby, which can help them sleep more
soundly. Research has demonstrated that oscillating fans can help to reduce the risk of
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) in some circumstances. If you haven’t already
started a bedtime routine now is a good time to begin. This routine should include a bath as
this helps to prepare the body for sleep. Keep bath-time short and don’t be tempted to
indulge in noisy splashing games as this will only help to stimulate your baby. Babies are
sensitive. Too much stimulation can throw them off their sleeping game. Stimulation might
come in the form of mom eating too much chocolate that comes out in her milk, too much
pinching from Aunt Joanne, or just too much daytime play. Parents sometimes worry that if
their baby is asleep on their back, it might be dangerous if they vomit. But babies sleeping
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on their backs have no difficulty turning their heads if they're sick. There’s no magic alarm to
say hey, this phase of disturbed sleep is over, but you will get a feel for when your baby
starts to settle for longer and there are some things you can do to help you all settle into a
longer sleep each night. So stick with it and keep on. A sleep consultant will take a holistic
approach to create a sleeping system that you can manage and one which takes into
account Sleep Training as well as the needs of the baby and considerations of each family
member.

Sleep deprivation clouds our judgment, depresses our mood, and can lead to bad decisions,
car accidents, heart disease … even cancer. Try a variety of bedtimes, see if a little later
helps them stay asleep later or sometimes earlier before they get too tired can ensure a
sounder sleep with less disturbances. Also be careful that they are not getting too much nap
time during the day that would mean they need less sleep at night. Capitalize on a principle
of early infant development: patterns of association. Baby’s developing brain is like a
computer, storing thousands of sequences that become patterns. When baby clicks into the
early part of the bedtime ritual, he is programmed for the whole pattern that results in drifting
off to sleep. Discover extra intel appertaining to Baby Sleep Consultancies on this NHS
article.
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